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Abstract
Variational autoencoder (VAE) as one of the well investigated generative
model is very popular in nowadays neural learning research works. To
leverage VAE in practical tasks which have high dimensions and huge
dataset often face the problem of low variance evidence lower bounds
construction. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is an effective approach
to tight the evidence lower bound (ELBO) for approximating the posterior
distribution. Hamiltonian Variational Autoencoder (HVAE) is one of the
effective MCMC inspired approaches for constructing the unbiased low-
variance ELBO which is also amenable for reparameterization trick. The
solution significantly improves the performance of the posterior estimation
effectiveness, yet, a main drawback of HVAE is the leapfrog method
need to access the posterior gradient twice which leads to bad inference
efficiency performance and the GPU memory requirement is fair large.
This flaw limited the application of Hamiltonian based inference framework
for large scale networks inference. To tackle this problem, we propose
a Quasi-symplectic Langevin Variational autoencoder (Langevin-VAE),
which can be a significant improvement over resource usage efficiency.
We qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of the
Langevin-VAE compared to the state-of-art gradients informed inference
framework.
1 Introduction
Variational autoencoder (VAE) as one of the mainstays of current generative
neural models group have been applied in practical issues to generate target
distributions dataset with advantages that quantitative assessment of model
quality is possible and less finicky for training than generative adversarial
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networks (GANs)[1]. A key factor that influences the performance of VAE
models is the quality of the likelihood approximation or the inference quality of
the corresponding evidence lower bound (ELBO) when the latent variables exist.
It is a common method which scarifies the flexibility of the model to estimate
the parameter of latent distribution by specifying the variable distribution follow
on a certain type of distribution.[2] In the work of Salimans et al. [3], the
Hamiltonian variational inference is employed to approximate the variational
lower bound of the log-likelihood. This Hamiltonian variational inference is a type
of normalizing flows (NFs) [4] that without necessary for presuming the posteriors
follow one type of distribution. The work of salimans et al. [3] demonstrated
the possibility that integrates Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) with variational
inference to improve the effectiveness of posterior distribution exploration. To
eliminate the declination that leaves out the acceptance verification in HMC
variational inference, Wolf et al. retrieved the acceptance step in Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo algorithm which ensure the convergence of HMC to the target
posterior distribution .[2]
Hamiltonian Variational Autoencoder (HVAE)[5] is a type of Hamiltonian
normalizing flows based VAE model equipped with augmented dynamic phase
space (momentum component ρ and position component θ) which can introduce
the target information into the dynamic process. Briefly, HVAE employee a k
steps Hamiltonian dynamic Hk transformation process to build a unbiased esti-
mate of target distribution p(x) through inference distribution q(z) by extending
p˜(x, θ) as p˜(x,Hk(θ0, ρ0)),
p˜(x) :=
pˆ(x,Hk(θ0, ρ0))
q(Hk(θ0, ρ0)) (1)
where: pˆ(x, θk, ρk) = pˆ(x,Hk(θ0, ρ0)) = pˆ(x, θk)N (ρk|0, I).
By using the MCMC reverse kernel, the reparameterization trick is possible
to be applied for ELBO gradients estimation to incorporate the model as HVAE.
HVAE makes the inference process become directive by introducing explicit
posterior information during the training period. However, the HVAE require to
calculate ∂lnp(x, z)/∂z by 2×k times which is quite expensive for computational
complexity. This flaw becomes very serious when the number of steps k is
large wherein complexity task a large k is necessary for sufficient inference.
Another weakness of HVAE is the extended space of reverse transformation
kernel introduce extra computational complexity and this will be increasing the
memory requirement significantly in the leapfrog step and the inference time
will increase doubly.
In this work, we propose a new inference framework named quasi-symplectic
Langevin variational auto-encoder (Langevin-VAE) that satisfy both reversibility
of MCMC and quasi-volume preservation of Hamiltonian dynamic. The proposed
method is a low-variance unbiased lower bound estimator in the case infinitesimal
discretization step but with just once target Jacobian calculation. We show that
the Langevin-VAE is a generalized stochastic inference framework since proposed
Langevin-VAE is equivalent to HVAE when the viscosity coefficient ν = 0.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Variational Inference and Normalizing Flow
One core problem in the Variational Inference (VI) task is to find a suitable
replacement distributions qθ(z) of the posterior distribution p(z|x) for optimizing
the ELBO of likelihood,
argmax
θ
Eq[lnp(x, z)− lnqθ(z)] (2)
Ranganath et al. proposed black box variational inference [6] by deducing
the noisy unbiased gradients of ELBO directly apply stochastic optimization to
crack Eq. 2. Kingma et al. proposed using normal distribution N to represent
the distribution of latent variable z by a universal function ω, which makes
reparameterization trick is possible [7],
argmax
θ
Eq[lnp(x, ω())− lnqθ(ω())], ∼N (0, 1) (3)
To have sufficient representation power to approximate the complicate target
posterior, the distribution of the latent parameters cannot be simple distributions.
Nevertheless, only a few of distributions are amenable for reparameterization.
Normalizing Flows (NFs)[4] is one of the expressive tools for distribution rep-
resentation which is also adaptable for reparameterization trick at the same
time.[8]
NFs is a general term for a class of methods that using a series of invertible
transformation TK ... ◦ ...T0 to transform naive distribution z0 for complexity
distribution zk representation: zk = TK ... ◦ ...T0(z0), By applying a series of the
transformation the corresponding logarithm distribution density q(zk) of the
transformed distribution is,
ln(p(zk)) = ln(p(z0)) + Σ
k
0 ln|det
∂Tk
∂zk
|−1 (4)
Where the determinate Jacobian |det∂Tk∂zk |−1 ensures the global volume invariant
property of every transformation steps asymptotically. This Jacobian item of
invertible transformation T is the basis behind the necessary condition of re-
versibility for normalizing flows. In Hamiltonian flow, the vector field without
sources of a phase space which consisted by kinetic and potential pairs (Hamilto-
nian) follows the Liouville’s theorem. This intrinsic attribution of field without
sources leads to approximately unit Jacobian for leapfrog discretization with step
size l of Hamiltonian normalizing flow: liml→0 |det∂Tk∂zk |
−1
l = I. This property
makes the trivial Jacobian calculations for HVAE in each discretization steps.[5]
In our problem setting, Langevin dynamic process is not sampling on phase
space destined that we cannot directly profit from the Liouville’s theorem to
simplify the calculation. The Jacobian computational complexity is O(D3) that
is not adaptable to large scale flow inference of high dimensional problems. To
tackle this issue, we applied a quasi-symplectic Langevin flow that can easily
inference the Jacobian through the explicit form.
3
2.2 Langevin Flow
Langevin dynamic is a stochastic process that modeling the physical diffusion
process of Brownian motion for free particle through a stochastic differential
equation: v := −m∂v/∂t + η, where disclosure the correlation of particle ve-
locity v, acceleration ∂v/∂t and environmental synergy η. Benefit form that
the acceleration item ∂v/∂t of Langevin process which introduce the gradient
information of velocity, naturally conceivable that one can increase the sampling
efficiency by constructing a Markov chain that equipped with the acceleration
information heuristically. Base on this fact, a vast body of works introduce the
Langevin dynamic process in sampling theory to solve the intractable calculus of
prior distribution in Bayesian inference.[9][10][11][12] The discretization SDE is
known as the first-order Langevin dynamic that an invariant probability measure
pθ(x) parameterized by θ defined Langevin dynamic can be represented via the
following stochastic differential equations (SDE)[11],
δθ(t) =
1
2
∇θln(pθ(x))δt+ δσ(t) (5)
Where  is the Wiener dynamic and t is the time symbol. Eq:5 can be further
introduced for constructing the Langevin dynamic based Normalizing Flow and
its derived methods for complexity posterior inference.[2][13] The conception
of Langevin normalizing flow was proposed by Rezende et. al. in the work of
normalizing flow-based inference with a brief sketch([4] section 3.2). To the
best of our knowledge, not a lot works target on the practical application of
Langevin normalizing flow except the work of Gu et al. [14] They proposed
a Langevin normalizing flow for distributions transformation which require to
compute the Jacobian determinants explicitly that leads to the necessary of
Hessian 6 computing for ln(pθ(x)) which is high cost both in space and time
complexity.
ln|det∂Tk
∂zk
|−1 ∼ ∇∇ln(pzk(x)) +O(z) (6)
The computing of the gradients for inference a large scale flow is already massive,
let alone computing the Hessian matrix. The method of Gu et al. [14] is highly
limited for complex models inference due to this inherent defect. In a more
generic view, for Langevin flow, the forward transform modelled by Fokker-Plank
equation and the backward transform can be given by Kolmogorov’s backward
equation which is discussed in the work of Kobyzev et al. [13] and are not
elaborated in detail here.
2.3 Quasi-symplectic Langevin and corresponding Normal-
izing Flow
The general Langevin type equation is defined as,
∂Θ(t) = Kdt
∂K(t) = −−∂ln(∂pΘ(x))
∂Θ
dt− νΓK(t) + δσ(t)
(7)
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It is not difficult to see that the Smoluchowski equation: (5) is nothing but the
special case when Eq:7 have a over-damped frictional force νK  ∂2θ/∂t2 which
leads to the omission of ∂2θ/∂t2. To get a simplistic Jacobian for constructing
the normalizing flow, we need to ensure the symplectic attribution of the flow.
To achieve this aim, we propose to introduce the quasi-symplectic Langevin
method for building the normalizing flow. The quasi-symplectic Langevin was
introduced in the work of Milstein et al.[15] Different from the Euler–Maruyama
method, the quasi-symplectic Langevin ensures the tractable Jacobian when
sampling on the dynamic process and keep approximate symplectic structure for
damping force and external potential items.
In our case, we use the determinate mapping Ψ (σ = 0) for the normalizing
flow construction, that is a second order strong quasi-symplectic method,
K1,i = KII(
τ
2
,Ki)
Θ1,i = Θi + τ
−∂ln(∂pΘ(x))
2∂Θ
K2,i = K1,i +
√
τσξi
Ki+1 = KII(
τ
2
,K2,i)
Θi+1 = Θ1,i +
τ
2
K2,i
KII(t, p) = pe
−νt
ξi ∼ N(0, I)
(8)
where initial condition are K0 = κ; Θ0 = θ. The above quasi-symplectic method
satisfies the following attributions,
Theorem 1 [16] Quasi-symplectic method (8) degenerates to a symplectic
method when ν = 0.
Theorem 2 [16] Quasi-symplectic method (8) has θ, k independent Jacobian
J =
∂Θi+1
∂Θi
∂Ki+1
∂Ki
− ∂Θi+1
∂Ki
∂Ki+1
∂Θi
= exp(−ν(τ)) (9)
The theorem 1 shows that the VAE constructed based on the quasi-symplectic
Langevin dynamic is equivalent to HVAE once the ν = 0. The theorem 2 leads
to the Jaconbian J uncorrelated with Θ and K which lead to trivial Jacobian
calculation. Proofing of constructed transition (8) satisfy the two theorems can
be found in the work of Milstein et. al.[16]
By introducing the method (8) we can be avoiding Hessian computing to
get the Jacobian for Langevin dynamic flow. We then give our definition of the
quasi-symplectic Langevin normalizing flow.
Definition 2.1 A discrete quasi-symplectic Langevin normalizing flow L is a
series of diffeomorphism mapping Ψ between two measureable spaces (A, σA, µα)
and (B, σB, µβ):
LIµα(S) : Ψi+1 ◦ µβ = µα(Ψ−1i (S)),∀S ∈ σB, i = {0, ..., I}. (10)
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where σB is the σ-algebra of set B, Ψi is the quasi-symplectic Langevin transform
given by Eqs:(8).
The defined quasi-symplectic Langevin normalizing flow is a generalization of
the Langevin dynamic flow that equipped with a quasi-symplectic structure for
the parameters phase space. The quasi-symplectic Langevin normalizing flow is
a flow with a deterministic kernel when stochastic factor σ = 0, and degenerate
to a symplectic transition when ν = 0. When the stochastic factor σ = 0, the
quasi-symplectic Langevin transform is a deterministic kernel that will be able
to have the density evaluate directly.
3 Quasi-symplectic Langevin VAE
3.1 Lower Bound Estimation With LVAE
As the latent variable z ∈ Ω is intractable directly, the variational lower bound
L˜ provides an approach to inference the loglikelihood L,
ln p(x) = ln
∫
Ω
p(x, z)dz
= ln
∫
Ω
p˜(x)q(z˜|x)dz
≥
∫
Ω
ln p˜(x)q(z˜|x)dz ≡ L˜
(11)
where Ω is the measure space of the latent variables and p˜(x) is the unbiased
estimator for p(x) which means parameters set of p(x): θp ∈ Θp has unbiased
estimation θp˜ ∈ Θp˜. Obviously, the variational distribution q(z˜|x) determinate
the tight degree of the lower bound. The inequality takes the equal sign when
q(·) ≡ p(·) which leads to a group of methods (variational inference introduced
in section 2.1) that attempt to minimize the gap between q(·) and p(·) in order
to construct a tighter lower bound for the loglikelihood L.[17] In HVAE the
Hamiltionian dynamics [5] in combine with reparameterization trick was used to
construct an unbiased esitimator of ∇θL that the q(·) is sampling via a Hamil-
tonian dynamic: qK(Hk(θ0, ρ0)) = q0(Hk(θ0, ρ0))
∏K
k=1 |det∇Φk(Hk(θ0, ρ0))|−1,
where Φk represents the leapfrog discretization transform of Hamiltonian dy-
namic which need to compute the Jaconbian ∇U in splitted two sub-steps for
momentum item.[11] However, in Langevin flow the Jaconbian just need to
compute once in each step. The Langevin dynamic sampling is: qK(L(θ0, ·)) =
q0(L(θ0, ·))
∏K
k=1 |det∇Ψk(L(θ0, ·))|−1, where Ψk is a integrator for the Langevin
dynamic deterministic transform (σ = 0 in Eq:8). Intuitively, Ψk can be any
discretizator (Runge-Kutta methods, Euler-Maruyama method[18]) suitable for
Langevin dynamic. However, none of those methods ensure the quasi-symplectic
attribution for simplify Jaconbian computing. We then introduce the lower
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bound for the quasi-symplectic Langevin VAE,
L˜ = log pˆ(x,L(θ0, k0))− log qK(L(θ0, k0))
= log pˆ(x,L(θ0, k0))− log(q0(θ0, k0)
K∏
k=1
|det∇Ψ−1k k(θ0, k0))|)
= log pˆ(x,L(θ0, k0))− log(q0(θ0, k0))−
K∑
k=1
log(|det∇Ψ−1k (θ0, k0))|)
(12)
For quasi-symplectic Langevin the symplectic integrator Ψk is given through
equations: (8). In another case, the integrator Ψk can also be another smooth
mapping even not guarantee the Jacobian invariant, in this way the Hessian
matrix of the logarithm probability p(x) need to be computed to get the inverse
Jacobian determinate. Intuitively, the Hessian matrix increases the computational
complexity with O(n2) which is intolerable for high dimensional latent status
problems. It should be pointed out that both the proposed estimator and the
estimator of HVAE are Markov chain based sampling of the likelihood p(x). The
recent works that introducing this group of sampling methods for likelihood
estimator construction including Salimans et al.[3], Wu et. al.[19] Wolf et. al.[2].
3.2 Quasi-symplectic Langevin VAE
In this section, we employee the quasi-symplectic Langevin lower bound L˜ for
stochastic inference. Given a set of dataset X : {xi ∈ X; i ∈ N+}, quasi-
symplectic Langevin VAE learn a distribution pˆω(x) parameterized by ω to have
the learnt distribution as consistent as the true data distribution p(x). This can
be inference through maximizing the quasi-symplectic Langevin lower bound
with respect to the model parameters ω:
arg max
ω∈Rn
L˜∗ = Ez0∼q¯ω(z|x)(log pˆω(x,L(θ0, κ0))− log(q0ω(θ0, κ0))−
K∑
k=1
log(|det∇Ψ−1k (θ0, k0))|))
(13)
where q¯(·) is the approximation distribution of q¯(z|x). To have a fair comparison
in the evaluation between different methods we also apply Rao-Blackwellization
as literature [5] did for reducing the variance of the ELBO of our quasi-symplectic
Langevin VAE,
arg max
ω∈Rn
L˜∗ =Eθ0∼q¯ω(θ|x),κ0∼Nζ (log pˆω(x,L(θ0))− log(qˆω(θ0, κ0))−
K∑
k=1
log |det∇Ψ−1k (θ0, κ0))| −
1
2
κTKκK) +
ζ
2
; ∀θ, κ ∈ Rζ
(14)
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Algorithm 1: Quasi-symplectic Variational Inference
Inputs: Data X, Inference steps K
Output: Model parameters ω
Initialize all parameters, variables;
Define: KII(t, p) = pe−νt;
while NOT ω converged do
Get minibatch: XN
N←− X;
while NOT j = N do
xj
j←− XN ; // Get xj in minibatch.
θ0 ∼ q¯ω(θ|x) ; // Sampling latent states from
approximation distributions.
κ0 ∼ Nζ ; // Sampling ζ dimensions viscosity states from
standard normal distributions.
for i = 1; i < K; i+ + do
// Quasi-symplectic Langevin Normalizing Flow
κ1,i ← KII( τ2 , κi); θ1,i ← θi + τ
−∂ln(∂pθi (x))
2∂θi
;
ξi ∼ N(0, I); κ2,i ← κ1,i +
√
τσξi;
κi+1 ← KII( τ2 , κ2,i); θi+1 ← θ1,i + τ2κ2,i;
|det∇Φk(Hk(θ0, ρ0))|−1 ← exp(−ντ)−1 ; // Theorem 2
end
p∗ω ← pˆω,K(θK) · pN (0,Iζ)(κK);
q∗ω ← qˆω,K(θ0) · pN (0,Iζ)(κ0) · |det∇Φk(Hk(θ0, ρ0))|−1;
L˜∗i ← log(p∗ω)− log(q∗ω); ; // Quasi-symplectic Langevin ELBO
j ← j + 1
end
L˜∗ ←∑Ni=1 L˜∗i /N ; // Minibatch average ELBO
arg maxω∈Rn L˜∗ ; // Optimize avg ELBO over parameters subset
end
4 Experiment and Result
We will first examine the performance of quasi-symplectic Langevin VAE on
the MNIST dataset from different metrics: batch average inference efficiency
(AVGT), GPU memory usage, evidence lower bound (ELBO) tightness, negative
log-likelihood(NLL), Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception(FID). Caterini
et. al. have reported that the Hamiltonian based stochastic variational inference
outperform than Planar Normalizing Flow, mean-field based Variational Bayes
in terms of model parameters inference error and validated the performance of
HVAE.[5] Here, we compare the proposed method with HVAE on MNIST dataset
implemented with TensorFlow 2.0 and TensorFlow Probability framework.
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4.1 Quasi-symplectic Langevin VAE on benchmark
For a set of training data X : {xi ∈ X; i ∈ N+} we assume the data are
manipulated by a set of latent variables Θ : {θi ∈ Θ; i ∈ N+} that are following
Normal distributions θi ∼ N (0, I). The pixel xi are determined by a joint
Bernoulli distributions: θi ∼
∏J
j=1 B(xˆj |Decoder(θi)), which are parameterized
by the output of the decoder network. The encoder network modeling the
mapping between data x and parameters of latent parameters distribution{µi, σi}
which is a typical framework of VAE.[7] The inference flow of the quasi-symplectic
Langevin VAE is shown in figure 1 with a pseudo Bayesian probability graph.
The decoder and encoder neural network structures are similar to the HVAE [5]
Xn
X
′
n
ωD(θ)
θi θ0
Σnµn
ωE(X)
N (0, I)
κ0κi
K
Figure 1: Graphical model of the Quai-symplectic Langevin inference framework.
The dataset for inference is observable as Xn ≡ X ′n. The Gaussian distributions
parameters µ,Σ that modelling the distribution of latent parameters θ0 are
determined by encoder neural network with parameters ωE . The frictional term
κ0 are sampled from the standard normal distribution to be paired with µ0. A
K steps of Quai-symplectic Langevin sampling is then performed on the energy
pairs with final status:{θi=K , κi=K}. Decoder neural network with parameters
ωD then generate the data X ′n by inferencing the final status {θi=K , κi=K} of
the quasi-symplectic Langevin sampling.
and MCMCVAE [3], both have three layers 2D convolutional neural network for
encoder and decoder respectively. The encoder network accept a batch of data
with shape of (nb×28×28) where nb is the batch size: nb = 1000 of training data.
The dimension of latent variables is set as ζ = 64. The training convergence
criterion is the ELBO on validation dataset do not improve after 100 steps or
achieve 2000 steps. Both of the models are set with the same conditions to be
trained. We train the neural network by an Adamax optimizer with the learning
rate lr = 0.0005. The experiments of network training and time consumption
evaluation were implemented on one NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. For
memory usage evaluation the experiment was performed on an NVIDIA Quadro
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Figure 2: Quantitative result of Langevin VAE in comparison with HVAE. Left
sub-figures are generated samples of HVAE. Right are samples of Langevin-VAE.
Both of the two methods are set the flow steps K=5.
Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of the Langevin-VAE in comparison with the
HVAE.
Langevin-VAE HVAE
Flow steps 1 5 10 1 5 10
NLL 89.41 88.15 89.63 89.60 88.21 89.69
ELBO -91.74 -90.14 -92.03 -91.91 +/- 0.01 -90.41 -92.39 ± 0.01
FID 52.70 52.95 53.13 53.12 53.26 53.21
IS 6.42 6.49 6.30 6.57 6.42 6.11
M2200 GPU.
4.2 Result
Both qualitative and quantitative results are studied. We show the generated
samples of Langevin-VAE and HVAE in Fig:2. We see qualitatively that the
samples diversity and image quality of the generated images are guaranteed
for both the two models. Quantitatively, Table:1 shows the performance of the
NLL score and the ELBO for Langevin-VAE and HVAE where two different
flow inference steps are experimentally compared. To exam the hardware
resource efficiency of the proposed framework, we follow a similar evaluation as
the experiment of Anil et al. [20] We study the effectiveness of the Langevin-VAE
from two different views. First, the computational time of the proposed approach
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Figure 3: Comparison of the time and memory cost of the QSLVAE and HVAE.
Left bar figure shows the time consumption of the test (per batch) and training
(per epoch) stages. Right figure shows the memory overhead of 1200 batches
feed data for the two approaches.
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is outperformed than the HVAE in both the training and testing stages. As shown
in Fig:3 (left), the time consumption for Langevin-VAE is around 17 seconds per
epoch against 24 seconds for HVAE. This phenomenon is the empirical evidence
of the Langevin-VAE can save more time since just once gradients computation
step is necessary. The time gap for testing between the two approaches is lighter
in comparison with the training time since no backpropagation is necessary. The
ease of computational burden for the gradients ∇θln(pθ(x)) can also reducing the
memory usage of the computational instruments. In the right Fig:3 we observe
the Langevin-VAE can almost reduce 23% of GPU memory overhead vis-à-vis
the HVAE which lead to double numbers of batches can be trained directly for
Langevin-VAE.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new flow-based Bayesian inference framework by
introducing the quasi-symplectic Langevin for building a stochastic ELBO. The
advantage of using Hamiltonian inference is the deterministic dynamic flow helps
avoid the construction of reverse kernel. However, the flaw of these kinds of
gradients leaded probability transform methods is the gradient computing need
extra time and the GPU memory for computing the Jacobian ∇log(P ) of the
dynamic energy can be fair large. The proposed approach can reduce significantly
the GPU memory requirement for training this deterministic dynamic flow-based
inference method. The proposed methods towards both memory-efficient and
computing time-efficient which will be effective on very large scale models
inference task.
By introducing the quasi-symplectic Langevin dynamic, we overcome the
weakness that the Langevin normalizing flow which needs to provide the Hessian
matrix ∇∇log(P ) to get the determinate of Jacobin. We show that the proposed
method can halve the memory requirement for gradients caching and reducing
the computational efficiency vis-à-vis the Hamiltonian variational inference
without inference accuracy loss. There are still potential improvements for
quasi-symplectic Langevin inference by investigating the manifold structure of
the target densities [11][21][22] for inference efficiency further improving which
would be our future work.
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